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THE 5th AND THE 50th DIVISIONS

In Sicily two famous British Divisions, the 5th and the 50th, have done great

things side by side. They have both struck hard and true, working together with

a drive and speed which were a'model of tactical co-ordination* The 5th and the

50th work together well because they know each other well. Their partnership goes

back a long way behind their landing in Sicily, What- has happened during the first

six weeks is a new chapter in a story which began over three years ago on the

historic battlefields of Flanders, • -..g■

.Soon after midnight on July 10 the two divisions went ashore at the same time

on neighbouring beaches to bring the war to Italy in Europe.
" Both landed in the

Gulf of Noto, on the Sicilian east coast between Cape Passero and Syracuse, the

50th in front of Avola and the 5th further • north near Cassibile; without • a pause

they began to push ahead, the 5th striking north along the coastal road to seize

Syracuse, important as a harbour and a road Centre, the 50th protecting their

landward flank. i;:.-,. -Hr

Before nightfall.....on the first day the 5th had, captured Syracuse, At once they
thrust on to the naval base at Augusta* The 50th made,, equal haste. Their entry into

decisive battle came on the Gornalunga on the southern edge of the Catania plain.

Troops of the 50th Division hurried forward to recover the Prime Sole bridge, which

for a little while, had been in the hands of British parachutists. Possession of the

Gornalunga crossings would be decisive. If the British held and extended them, then

the Axis could be fhrown back upon the defensive in the north-eastern comer of

Sicily, Fighting on the bridge, on the banks of.the river, and in the water, the

50th made good the major crossings. Casualties were many. So long as the odds wore

heavily in favour, of the Germans the desperate struggle continued. But in
>

as the inequality in numbers was redressed, the counter-attacks became

less frequent and less determined. On the second day British patrols were several

miles out on the plain.

After a pause for preparation, the assault oh Catania, followed. The 5th

Division were now on the western flank of the 50th, They took Paterno and advancing

along the southern lower slopes of Mount Etna, reached Nicolosi and Trecastagni,
The only practicable ascent to the high levels of the Etna mass is from the south.

By flinging the enemy forces off that path the 5th prevented an Axis retreat to

dominating positions, artillery fire from which would have made movement with a

range of six miles or so difficult and. costly.

Meanwhile the 50th were driving on to Catania and from Catania along the sea

road oast of Etna to Acireale, Riposte and Taormina, all of which towns fell to them.

For six weeks the two divisions have advanced together, striking and guarding
in concert, like the two hands of a skilled boxer, each able to strike a knock-out

blow, and both imposing a constant, nervous watchfulness on the enemy. Their timing

has been exact. It is the reward of long rigorous training, to which hard battle

experience has given the last precision. It is also a memory of June, 1940, when the

5th and 50th fought side by side in what seemed desperate situations, and acquired

complete confidence in one another.

/The 5th Division
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The 5th Division was formed by General Lord Gort in France in October, 1939,
out of three brigades of Regular infantry.,, which had recently arrived from

England, and other units then available on the Wester front, ■ The 50th were

Territorials inspired by many victories won in the Four Years’ War and resolute

to add new glories to a splendid record. One famous regiment had battalions’ in •
both divisions; other units in both were drawn from the sane part of northern

England.

In April, 1940, one brigade of the 5th was sent to Norway, where, in two

hard-fought encounters at Kram and Otta it .retarded, the German invaders marching
north from Oslo. These wore the first serious clashes of British, and German troops

during the present war, and they left the British soldier, with a,conviction of

individual superiority, which, every, later meeting has confirmed. ..The rest #of the .
5th was earmarked for Scandinavia also,, but the course of events directed* it to

still more desperate tasks on wider battlefields. Joined with the 50th under the

Command of Major-General Franklyn (now Lieutenant-General Sir H.E. Franklyn K.C.B.,

D.S.O., M.C, )V'it helpedr to* save the B.E.F, by, fighting back the Germans .at Arras

and on the Ypres-Comines Canal, . m

Arras and Ypres 1940, as it has been called, made Dunkirk possible. At

Arras the 5th and 50th and other British formations attacked, in an attempt to close

the breach in the French front, through which German armour was pouring to the
,■ .

Channel ports, . The operation failed because the French who were to have joined
in the attack were not able to do, so but the. 5th. and 50th, seized bridgeheads over

the River Scarpe, pushed beyond them,, captured several hundred prisoners, and

destroyed, or put to flight many German tanks. Then they held what they had won

for two days against continual counter-attacks. Lord. Gort afterwards reported
that the defence of Arras "imposed a valuable delay on a greatly superior enemy

force, against .whom it blocked ,a vital road centre". Later the two divisions and

other formations, reduced to the strength of one full division, held the Ypres-
Comines Canal,line. Their task was to prevent the encirclement of a large part of

the B.E.F.
*

Employing dive-bombers, artillery, armour and.infantry, the Germans

flung at least an Army Corps, into the battle, attacking again and again in mass.

Under cover of intense mortar firm German * infantry penetrated deeper into the

British positions. Furious bayonet charges flung them back. The hand-to-hand

struggle was sometimes in front of the British guns, sometimes around them, and.

sometimes behind. For three days the- enemy were held, until,, their task accomplished
the 5th and the 50th withdrew,

„
, ■

Now the two divisions have taken the offensive together,. Arras and Ypres-
Comines gained tine for much more than the withdrawal to Dunkirk,

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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